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Article 76, paragraph 2 of the new Constitution, different from Article 

61 of the old Constitution, has no provisions relating to the administrative 

tribunals and prbvides that no extraordinary tribunals should be established 

nor should any organ or agency of the executive be given -final judicial 
power. This has subjected administrative cases, as well as all civil cases, 

to judicial review, and, consequently, it seems that the independence of 
executive power is not recognized, the administrative organs in cases of 
litigation hold no higher a position than an ordinary citizen. In England 
in the 17th century, the replacement of the Star Chamber and other special 
courts by the common law courts, was the result of the oppression of the 
rights of the people through the political abuse of the former's powers. In 

France in the 19th century, administrative power's independence of judicial 

power was secured by the establishrnent of the extraordinary tribunals on 
account of the abuse of judicial power through interference in politics by 

the judicial authorities in the course of the Revolution, and under the 
influence of the Montesquieu's principle of the mutual independence of the 

legislature, the executive and the judicature. Thus, it may be said that 
whether or not the administrative tribunals are maintained depends upon 
whether the adrninistrative authorities or the judicial authorities enjoy the 

confidence of the people more ; and that the matter is not dependent upon 
legal thinking. It seems to me rather, that the system of administrative 
litigation is indispensable if we should carry through the principle of sepa-

ration of powers. As a matter of fact, in Britain and the United States 
the system of administrative commission has so developed that its semi-
judicial function tends to become more and more independent of the proper 
judicial power. Under our Constitution the independence of judicial power 
and administrative power from each other should also be interpreted. A1-
though the problem of to what extent that should be realised is still open 

to discussion, we can at least say that it would be unconstitutional by reason 

of violating the principle of separation of powers, if in administrative litiga-

tion the administrative organ be given, in negation of its independence, a 
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place merely equivalent to that of the defendant in civil cases. 

As a reaction to the old Constitution, which entailed dictatorship and 
the oppression pf the ,rights of the people by th~, b,ureaucrats, the new 
Constitufion 'has 'st~en~thened the g~'arahty bf fund~m~nt~l rights and es= 

tablished the decentrali~ation 'of ~ower by assuring local autonorny. Con-
sequently, distrust of the Executive is often evident in the interpretation of 

such provisions in the Constitution. , Personally, I would not object to taking 

the interpretation into consideration in legislation, but I do not think we 

can regard it as consistent with the spirit of the Constitution. 

There is a case, for instance, wherein, in accordance with the disciplinary 

code of employees a certain company discharged an employee who prejudiced 
the credit of his company and interfered with the management of its business 

by publishing an organ paper ,of a cell. This act was claimed to constitute 

an infringement upon the freedom,of the press. On November 2O, 1950, 
the Court of Appeals of Tokyo, ,,however, ruled that Article 21 of the 
Constitution merely guarantees.that no adrninistrative restriction should be 

imposed upon publication and that Article 21 does not preclude civil and 
criminal liabilities in connection with the act of publishing. I understand 

fundamental human rights, in so far as they are incompatible with･the 
public welfare, could be regulated ,by law to the minimum extent of neces-
sity. In connection with the case mentioned above, this legal principle was 

accepted by the Supreme Court in the ruling giveri by all members of the 
Court on April 4 th, 1951. Even the ruling of the High Court of .Appeals 
of Tokyo, in which the court took the position that regulation of human 
rights for the sake of public welfare was unconstitutional (See Articles 12 

and 13 of the Constitution), admits the constituticnality of limitir]g these 

rights in accordance with ,due process of law owing to the grounds that 
judicial authorities are better qualified to protect human rights than are 
administrative authorities, for, the Administrative power under party gov-

ernment is quite apt to be abused through organs in charge of a single 
officer as well as the hierarchy of organs, whereas, judicial power, whose 
function it is to find and declare what the law requires in relation to a 
specific case, is attended with no such danger. Furthermore, while ' the 
Adrninistrative is vested with the power to take preventive measures, at 
times when jeopardy to public welfare is not always evident and imminent, 
judicial authorities, as a rule, i~quire into the existence of civil or criminal 

liability after the act has been committed, and thus, in line with the regu-

lation of the Constitution, minimize restrictions upon hurnan rights. In the 

event of unlawful exercise of administrative power, the sufferer whose human 

right was infringed thereby has the right to file a Kokoku appeal. But no 
one can repel effectively such illegal restraint upon . his rights by means of 

this type of appeal since the Kokoku appeal is subject to the principle of 
preexistence of litigation and by the provisions concerning timelimit for filing 
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suit。．：Furthermore，it　is　a　general・rule　that　the　ef壬ect　of　an　administrative

di畠position　does　not　cease　until　a　judiciaL（ieOision　nullifying　it　has　become

丘nal　and　conclusive。It　is　less　likely　that　hunねn　rights　should　be　harme（1

byαn可illegal　judicia1・decision　be亡ause　it　is　unexecutable　until　it　has　become

finali・　　・　o　　ひ　・　　・　　■㌧　　　　　　　　　　　。　　1－1、　　　　　　r

　　　　Restriction　upbn　human　rights　by　the・・judicial　authorities，presupposes

similar　restraints　by　the－1egislative　body　l　bdHt　is　wholly　groundless　to　say

that　the　formation　of　civil　or　criminal　laws　and・regulations・af壬ecting　lhuman

rights　is　constitutional　Whereas　the　enactment　of　administrative　laws　an（i

regulations　goveming　those　same　rights　is　not．Undoubtedly，the　infringe－

ment　upon　human　right　impose（1by　prior　preventive　measures　would　be
more　serious　thanl　that　pro（iuce（i　by　subsequent　corrective　actions．　H：owever，

under　circumsta血ces～vherein　public　peace　and　order　are　in　such　a　chaotic

state　thatl・ordinary　control　wou1（1not　be　contra（iictory　to　the　Proportion

Principle．This　principle　was　endorsed　when　the　Legislative　Bureau　withdrew

its　former　view　that　no　by－1aws　for　the　control　of　mass　marches　and　mass

demonstrations　should　bO（ieeme（i　constitutional　if　they　required　prior　au－

thorization　over　and　abov’e　noti£cation，』and　announced　that　the　licence

もystεm　ought　not　to　be　regar（1ed　as　unconstitutiona1ψεo∫α‘’o．

　　　　Lack　of　confidence　in　administrativ6power　and　respect　for　judicial

power　are　manifest　in　the　LoCal　Autonomy　Law　which（ioes　not　recognize

administrative　supervision　of　local　subdivisions　by　the　Govemment　but　rather

allows　the：M：andamus　suit　with　respect　to　the　Govemment究s　control　over

afモairs　directly　entrusted　to　the　heads　of　such　local　subdivisions，　This　law

contains　instructions　as　to　the　§tandar（1　0f　the　auxilliary　organs　an（i　the

increase・fe伍ciency・fservice．Itisn・tfullyjusti五ablet・saythat・suOh
control　over　local・autonomy－in　the・form　of　legiSlation　is　constitutional

while　like　control　by　the　administrative　aUthorities　constitutes　a　violation

of　the　p’rinciple　of　local　self－govemment．It・is　true　the　term“contro1”in

the　Local　Autonomy　La．w　wasαeleted　when　the　law　was　amen（1e（11ast　year，

but’that　di（i　not　alter　the　fu丘damental　relatiou　between　the　Govemment　an（l

the’1σcal　subdivisions．In　my　iuterpretation，however，it　is　not　unconstitu－

tiona．l　that　administrative　authorities　are・empowered　to　watch　the　legality

・ftheacti・nofthe1・calsubdivisi・ns．・ltapPearsthatasubsequentTedress
of　anlillegal　act　of　local　administration　can　be　attaine（i辱only　through　judicial

channels，but　the　ouly　resort　actually　available　iもadministrative　control

since・no　bne量is　in　genera1’permitted　to　file　a　suit　until　the　occurrence　of

actual　infringement　upon　one’s　rights．It　is　for　the　Legislative　to　decide　lto

what　extent　control　by　the　Administration　over　local　autonomy　should　be

excercised。

　　　　　1一■

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　o　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　’β，　、ら、129，，　　　　　　　　嗣‘

～：臼 y画oマiding　fhat　the－rights」of　the　people　should　be　supremely　respected，
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Article130f　the　Constitution　has　guaranteed　the　sufferer　whose　right　has

been　violated　by　an　illegal　administrative　disposition　the　right　to　sue　for

the　annulment　of　the　disposition．It　is，however，highly　questionable　whether

the　sufferer　from　an　illegal　act　of　the　Administration　is　entitled　t（｝request

an　execution　against　the　State．　I　understan（i　that　the　execution　＆gainst

public　property　would　in　all　probability　not　be　permitted．　Moreover2no
execution，in　my　opinion，is　allowable　in　a（iministrative　cases　since　there　is

little　nee（i　for　it，　the　a（1ministrative　organs　being　bound　to　abide　by　the

final　judgment　in　a（iministrative　cases　in　accordance　with　Article　l20f　the

Special　Ruleσ％∫7α．

　　　H：owever，if　the　people　were　not　allowe（1to　institute　action　for　the

annulment　of　an　illegal　disposition，it　would　imply　that　the　rights　of　the

people　were　not　being　given　supreme　consideratiou。In　respect　to　subjective

ju（1gment　which　stan（is　for　relieving　rights　violated，un（1er　Article30f　the

Court　Organization　L即v　all　the　legal　disputes　are　brought　within　the　juris－

diction　of　the　Court　is　proper　and　right。　But　if　it　were　generally　possible

t・bring・bjectiveacti・nsuchasaninter一・rganacti・nandape・Ple’sacti・n・
the　Court　wou1（1go　beyond　the　proper　scope　of　its　ju（iicial　power　an（i　trans－

gress　the　power　of　a（1ministration，thus　running　counter　to　the　principle　of

separation　of　powers　as　provided　in　the　Constitution。　Inter－organ　action　is

conceme（i　with　lega1（1isputes　between　executive　organs。　Thus，an　action

of　the　Assembly　for　annulment　of　the　dissolutiop　of　a　local　assembly　in

contravention　of　the　chief　executive　of五cer　of　the　local　political　subdivision，

is　an　inter－organ　action，but　is　not　legitimate　because　of　the　lack　of　provisions

permitting　the　bringing　of　such　an　action（cf，Decision　of　the　Matsuyama
District　Court，M：arch16，1950）．　On　the　other　hand，an　action　instituted　by　a

member　of　an　Assembly　for　declaration　of　nullity　of　the　dissolution　of　that

Assembly　on　the　ground　of　nullity　of　the　non－con丑dence　resolution　is　admis－

sible　since　it　seeks　to　safeguar（i　the　right　to　participate　as　a　member　of　an

Assembly　in　the　govemment（Dicision　of　the　Matsuyama　DistricヒCourt，
Apri120，1950）．Next，the　people’s　action　is　one　which　can　be　brought　by

the　electors　or　the　people　at　large　in　order　to　rectify　illegal　administration．

Article243一（2）of　the　Local　Autonomy　Law　provi（1e（i　for　the　restriction　or

prohibition　oHllegal　acts　of　executive　personnel　or　the　amulment　l）r　rescis－

sion　of　illegal　acts．However，an　action　for　the　retiremeut　of　a　prefectural

govemor　or　for　the　dismissal　of　executive　persomel　is　inadmissible，since　it

is　a　people’s　action　not　supported　with　legal　provisions（Yokohama　District

Court，May29，1950）．

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　3．

　　　In　case　the　administrate　organs　are　allowed　to　act　Jvith　discretion，an

unreasonable　administrative　disposition　caused　by　a　wrong　exercise　of　dis－

cretion，will　not　be　illega1；it　cou1（i　be（ieemed　only　as　an　imprope1・disposi一
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tion from a political or technical viewpoint. Where discretion is permitted, 

.the administration is free from law. Therefore, in performing a specific 
administrative act, it is required, first, that no law is as yet enacted to 

govern it ; second, that the administrative action can be effected without 
specific law: Whereas Article 31 of the Constitution provides that "No 
person shall be deprived of...1iberty..., except according to procedure es-

tablished by law " It follows as a matter of course, that the administrative 

action which has the effect of infringing upon the rights of the people or 

subjecting them to obligations must always be based on law and be subject 

to Ermessen der Rechtmassigkeit or a legal discretion. An administrative 
disposition which simply gives rights or benefits to the people and inter-organ 

action may be considered to come under the discretion of each administrative 

office. But, in this case as well, there are relevant provisions of law to 
govern the rights to be granted. In addition, there is a certain law pertaining 

to the administrative organization. Thus, it is hardly possible to admit 
administrative discretion in fields not covered by law. 

The peculiarity of discretionary disposition is marked by the fact that 
any act of the administrative office, even if misguided by discretion, is not 

subject to judicial review. Even where administrative action is governed 
by law, discretion is recognized within that area of independence of the 
executive power which is beyond the control of the judicial power. We 
have a striking instance of this in the case of besonderes Gewaltverhaltnis, 

for performance of .duty, disciplinary punishment, etc. of Government em-

ployees presuppose the contract of obedience under public law, and the 

administrative office may, in so far･ as it exercises special comprehensive 
power on the basis of the voluntary consent of the opponent, direct and 
compel the latter, while the opponent can be considered as having waived, 
to that extent, its right to bring action. Unquestionably, it would be a 
mistake to regard that the guarantee of civil rights may be removed freely 

by the voluntary assent of the opponent of the administrative office. However, 

discretion of the administrative office may be allowed to the extent that it 

does not interfere with public welfare, and so long as it does not deprive 
the rights and .benefits, contrary to besonderes Gewaltverhaltnis under which 

may exist deprivation Qf such rights and benefits. 
As regards disciplinary punishment, discretion is permitted except where 

the extraordinary power relationship, the very ground on which the punish-

ment can be imposed, is qstablished compulsorily by law, where the reason 
for the punishment is clearly against laws pertaining to the extraordinary 

power relationship, and where the effects of the punishment attended with 
the infringement upon a right or liberty under the general relationship of 

government, exceed the extent of deprivation of rights and benefits, a 
deprivation which is natural within the extraordinary power relationship. 

With reference to the case of suspension of execution of resolution for 
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the expulsion bf menrbers b~･the Aomori 'Prefecttir~l Assembly, the Supreme 
Court dismissed by a ruling the extraordinary bomplaint (January 16, 1953). 

This ruling supports the 'original one, which regarded the 'objection a~ null 

and void, on the ~rbunds that undef Article .10 of' the Sptcial Rdgulations 

concerning the Procedufe for Adniinistrative Litigations, an objedtion 'of the 

Prim~ Minister must be made prior to the 'susperfsion bf execution of an 
administrative 'disposition. ' Expiessing the mindrity opinion in the above 

rulihg, Chief Justice Tdhaka stated that an expulsion bf members is a 

questibn of 'disciplin~ within the Assembly, an"orgari which lies outside of 
the sco~e of intervention by jtidicial power, and, thus should properly be 

left to the decisiori 'of the Assembly: According to this opinion, the court 

can not interfeire with the 'pro~rietj of ' a discretionary disposition of the 

administrative office. ' Nor can the court interfere with the discretionary 
dispositio'n 'even where the issue is subject to the Provisions of laws, if the 

fulfilment dr no'n-fulfilrhent of the reqtiirements of laws is entirely left to 

the independent decision of ' the community' concerned. The expulsioh of 
Assembly 'niembers is 'asserted to come ' under the latter case. However, 
this distinction is hot 'always sufiiciently clear, a;nd in the opinion' of the 

same ' udge it is held that disciplinary purfishment improperly impdsed is 
reduced, after all, to the question of fact-findin'g or discfetioh and that ac-

cordingly the question of propriety of the disposition is only matter of politics, 

and not that of illegality. Further, in the opinion of Mr.' Kuriyama, Judge 

of 'the same Court, it is held th~Lt a local assembly has, Iike the two Houses 

of the 'Diet, proper power to determine the iules of procedure and to impose 

disciplinary punishment upon its members ; that the assembly adheres' to the 

independence' of its operation of proceedings, against interference from out-

side ; and that its decision on ex~ulsion 'should be final and conclusive. 

These minority opinions admi't the independency of a local assembly and 
als6 ,a certain ar'ea, including ' disciplinary punishment, which is beyc]nd the 

scop~ 'of jtidicial review. A'gainst these views. Mr. . Mano. Jtidge of the 
same Court, says that disciplinafy punishr~lent, in 'so far as it remains within 

the 'scope of discretion, rriay not raise the qtiestion of illegality, 'but 'that its 

noh~ompliance with the standards ' of law will, becatise of its illegalify, 
make it a question of law even ~rhere it 'is actually a question of politics. 

Thus he upholds the manner of thinking hitherto assumed in judicia'l prece-

dents, that there may ~xist illegal discr~tionary dispositions. 

With reference to the case concerning the application for arinulment of 

expulsion of s6veral public ' high school students, the Okayama District 
Court rejected the ~efutation of'the d~fendant. The defendant had asserted 

that disciplinary punishment 'was a disposition ･1eaving very inuch 'to~afd 
the technlcal ' phas~ of ~ducation, that it ~a~ not, 'essentially, , an act very 

closely associated with judgment, and that it might give ris~' ohly to' the 

qtiestion 'of prbpriety. The 'Codrt baSed its ar~ument on 'the'grounds that 
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the illegality of the disposition may have beeh a subject 'of dispute, if it is 

pdssible to con{~rid that the disposition did not clarify the reasons for' ex-

pulsion 'as presbribed in ' the school re~tilations ; that it･ was a disposition 

remarkabi~ unfair ･ ~nd 'severe, quite in exce~s of the ~bweir of discr~tion 
vested in the~ ~drilinistratitre office which m~de the d'isposition ; that"it was 

made 'td~ether 1)~ith domiciliary * corifindment (Jud~ment, May 30,' 1951). 

However, this jud~ment was re'versed by that of the ' Okayam~ Bir~nc'h of 
the Hiro'shima 'Higher Court. The gist of th~ latter judgment is that, since 

disciplinary ptiriishment is imposed u~on stu'dents for the attainment ' of the 

desired end of education, its propriety should come under review, flrst of 
all, out df corisid6ration of the technical share of education ; and that dis-

ciplinary ~ti'nishment should not properly be subjected 'to the judgment of 

the Court sb far a~ its resp~ct to' propriety is concefned ; but, that it cannot 

be annulled unless the disposition vias so e~treme and 'sd unjustiflable that 

it could not be tolerated under the social structure (Judgm~nt, Jtily 18, 
1952). This apparently coincides with the contention of the defendant at 
the first trial. However, referring to the minority opinion of Chief Justice 
Tanaka, see abov~, wherein he drew a parallel betvieen local assemblies and 
schools, ' it' w~s held that, if th'e dispositibn of expulsion from school, made 

with res~ect to university students, was 'deemed, Iike penaltie~ such as 
reprimand and sutpension from school, to be ~overned by' the internal rules 
of a school; there would be no reasonable grounds oh which to distinguish 
between dismis~al from Assembly' membership and other kinds of penalties ; 

and that accordingly disciplinary punishment in the case of'universities and 

that in the c:ase of A~sembly might be considered to have something' in 
common. Wherea~, in the jud~ment rendered by the Hiroshima Higher 
Court, it is pointed out that disciplinary punishm~nt in 'the 'c~~~ of students 

is distinct from that iri the 'case of component m~mbers of an organization, 

because 'the former is desi,gned for educational bufposes and the latter merely 

for maintenance o~ order within the organizatidn. ' ' ' ' ' 
Adcording'to pertinent judicial pfecedent, it is held that,' where excessive 

exercise' of d'iscretion is in dispute, it should be subject'ed to lawful judicial 

review and in the event the disposition at issue is deeme'd n'ot illegal, the 

application for stiit should be dismissed (Judgm~nt of Tokyo District Court, 

January 14, 1950): Under the f6rm~r Constitution where only a ~-ery few 
matters cduld have' accesS to' administrative litigations, thefe were only small 

number of 'dispositions which cbtild be m~de the 'subject bf lawstiit, ~ven 

though they were fouhd･ illegal in term~ of stibstantive law.' This seems 
also' the case l~ith 'respect to 'dispositi'on whereof one failed to obser~re 'the 

term of' bringing an actidn, fdr such disposition may ndt necessarily be 

legal. Further, althbugh ･dlstinction was tnade tbnceptually betw~en: dispo-
sitions coining im'der subjecfs'of litigations and those made by distretion, 

littie pfac'tibal u~~ result'ed - thereftom. Cdnsequently, it 'v~as 'withdut dbubt 

V
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that an action brought in respedt of a discretionary disposition was usually 

to be dismissed. Under the new Constitution, however, subjects of litigation 
are not restricted to either administrative cases or to civil cases. Therefore, 

with respect to illegal dispositions, it has become generally possible to apply 

for annulment. Further, it can be considered that the recognition that a 
disposition is the result of discretion has the same meaning as a declaration 

of its legality, and that accordingly in such cases the judgment rendered has 

resulted in the judicial precedent of the dismissal of application. However, 

the recognition of the fact that the scope of discretion belonging properly 

to administrative office, only means directly that judicial review is excluded 

but that from the viewpoint of Substantive Law, a discretionary disposition 

is not always lawful. Therefore, in case it is clear that the disposition in 

respect of the issue in dispute comes under the subject of discretion a ruling 

for dismissal should properly be passed, and it will be incorrect to reject 

the application. 

4. 

The Law for Special Regulations concerning the Procedure for Ad-
ministrative Litigations specifies the term for bringing an action (Art. 5). 

It also provides that the bringing of an action will not suspend the execution 

of the administrative disposition in dispute (Art. 10). It has similar provisions 

with respect to the procedure regarding application for judgment of an 
administrative office, such as Sogalo appeal and filing of objection. In case 

the agency which made the disposition finds the dis~osition illegal, it should 

annul such dispositions ex-officio even after the lapse of the term for insti-

tution of action. Further, a public offlcial will be answerable for his civil 

as well as criminal liability resulting from abuse of ofiicial power. I~1.0wever, 

insofar as the agency which made the disposition insists on the legality of 

its disposition, that disposition is executable even when its opponent insists 

on its illegality, and the disposition becomes indisputable because of the 
failure to observe the term for bringing action. The basis for this outcome 
is that it has become possible to presume from a legalistic viewpoint the 
legality of the dispoition. In this connection, Kelsen asserts that such a 
presumption of legality is irnpossible ~Ifrom the ' Iaw-10gical ' viewpoint, for 

it implies the political principle of giving prominence to the executive power. 

However, even in the theory of Otto Mayer which admits the presumption 
of legality, it is held that a disposition which is clearly and seriously illegal 

is necessarily inoperative even before it is annulled. The theory admits 
only that, where the legality of the disposition is in dispute, the assertion 

of the administrative office is regarded as reasonable, unless otherwise war-

ranted by adequate counter-evidence. Accordingly, Kelsen:s theory is not 
acceptable except in cases wherein the illegality of the disposition is not in 

dispute between the parties concerned or wherein the judgment of the office 
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．which　made　the　disposition　is　held　to　be　of　equal　value　to　the　contention

of　a　private　indivi（iual　who　is　its　opponent。

　　　　In　civil　cases，an（i　as　the　effects　of　Court　action，both　the　formal　and

the　substantial　binding　forces　are　produced　simultaneously；whereas，in　the

case　of　administrative　disposition　an　action　applying　for　amulment　thereof

．will　be　dismissed　thfough　failure　to　observe　the　term　for　bringing　action．

It　may　be　consi（iered　that　here　the　formal　bin（1ing　force　is　pro（iuce（i　by　the

αdministrative　disposition，just　as　judgment　in　the丘rst　instance　becomes

incontestable　through’failure　to　observe　the　term　of　appeal　after　that　judg－

ment　is　rendered．But　in　this　case　no　court　action　has　been　taken　l　con－

sequently，no　substantial　binding　force　will　be　produced，and　the　administrative

o伍ce　may　therefore　rescind　the　disposition．　Further，an　administrative

disposition　resembles　a　final　a，nd　conclusive　ju（igment　in　the　sense　that　in

the　former　the　execution　of　the　disposition　in　dispute　may　not　be　suspende（i

by　means　of　the　institution　of　an　action　applying　for　its　annulment，as

distinct　from　that　of　the　judgment　in　the　Hrst　instance　which　may　be　sus－

pen（1ed　by　the五ling　of　an　appea1、　Non－suspens玉on　of　the　execution　of　an

administrative（iisposition　implies　that　the　disposition　will　not　be　prevente（i

from　taking　ef［ect　and　also　that　all　subsequent　procedures　and　the　execution

based　thereon　will　not　be　suspended．　Accor（iingly，a　police　disposition，if

it　is　not砂50∫α‘’o　null　and　voidラbut　may　be　illega1，may　bind　any　person

who　does　not　comply　with　it．Resistance　thereto　will　constitute　an　offense

of　the　use　of　violence　against　a　public　ofacial　in　the　performance　of　his

duties．　The　plainti狂　in　a　suit　for　the　annulment　of　an　illegal　disposition

can　apply　for　a　suspension　of　execution　of　the　disposition　in　dispute（Art．

10，Special　Regulations　conceming　the　Procedure　for　Administrative　Liti－

gations）。　This　ca，se，however，is　an　extraordinary　instance　of　a　provisiona1

（iisposition　wherein　a（1ministrative　function　is　performe（1by　the　ju（1icial　power・

and　consequently　various　restrictions　are　here　imposed　with　regard　to　such

dispositio早s。When　the　Prime　Minister　in　particular　raises　an　objection　as

regar（iing　the　suspension　of　an　execution，the　Court　canrlot　ren（1er　a　ruling

of　suspension　thereof．　Nor　can　the　court　ren（1er　ruling　when　the（iamage

may　be　compensate（i　good　by　payment　of　money，as　in　the　case　of（iamage

due　to　the　execution　of（iisposition　against　tax　default（Judgment，Tokushima

District，May30，1950）．
　　　　It　would　appear　that　a　plaintif［applying　for　annulment　of　an　illegal

disp・siti・nisinan・Hensivep・siti・n，butactuallyheisinadefensive
P・siti・n．Theref・re，acc・rdingt・theprinciple・fdistributi・n・fburden・f
proof　in　the　Co（1e　of　Civil　Procedure　under　which　the　burden　of　proof　is

・on　the　person　a伍rming　the　existence　of　a　certain　legal　ef壬ect，the　burden

of　proof　as　regards　legality　of　the　disposition1n　dispute　must　be　on　the

administrative　oface　which　made　the　disposition．However，this　will　only

put　a　disposition　which　has　become　irrevocable　through　failure　to　observe
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the term for bringing an action, extremely out of proportion to the disposi-

tion to be disputed by action. Furthermore, the institutiori of action con-

cerning the determination of its '~ill will , transfer discretion which is proper 

to the administrative office to the judicial <power, which in tutn' will undertake 

to make ,an administrati¥~e disposition. Consequently, it inay be proper to 
hold that under the Special 'Regulations concerning the Procedure for Ad-
ministrative 'Ii/itigationS the le~ality' of administrative dispositions is by law 

presumed, and therefore, with respect to the illegality of the disposition in 
dispute, the burden of ~roof will be upon the plaintiff. - The National Tax 
Collection Law (Art. 31-(4)) =provides that, if the Court finds the contention 

of the adminfstrative ofEice, as defendant, reasbnable, the plaintiff should be 

directed to produce cottnter~evidende.' This ma~ be regarded as a compromise 

of the opinion of･ the Pinance Miriistry which places the burden o'~ proof 
upon the plaintiff and that of the Court which placed it upon the defendant. 

However this- compromise is not a final solution of'the 'problem. 

, 5. 

The administrative action which imposes a new duty 'on the people or 
violates any of the rights of the people, is required, under Article 31 of the 

Constitution, to be based upon law. Therefore, even wherein the law', from 
which authority is derived, admits the discretion of the administrative oflice, 

the"exercise of the right of di_~cretion will, as a question of '1aW, be subject 

to full-scale criticism and also to 'judicial review. A mistake in such dis-

cretion will make the administrative disposition ille~al and subject it to the 

review .of the Court; such errof being ground for arinulment. However, a 

･disposition will be flxed primarily by the free discretion 'of the'administrative 
ofiice and the legality of the disposition presumed unless counter-evidence 
is produced in subsequeht action.' Therefore,' the oppon6nt 'may have no 

other recourse than to sue for anntilment or for declaration o'f nullity rhereof 

after disposition has been made. Leistungsurteil or ' perforin~nce ' judgment, 

which directs, prior to the making of disposition,' the effectuation or ndn-

effectuation of the disposition, and Gestaltungsurteil or ' formative' judgment, 

which ,causes, on behalf of the disposing agency, the sarite effect as may be 

produced ~vhen the dispositiofi has been m~de, 'will both be:coine binding 

upon the discretion of the administrative ofiice, by virtue of 'the bihding 
force, of , the judgment, thus' runnin'g cdimter t0' the 'principle of separation 

of powers. As compared with formative judgment, 'performafice 'judginent 
to a limited extent irifringes trpbn the freedom of choice of th6"administrative 

ofiicel However, if the executability of p6rfofinance judgntent W~re adinitt-

ed, the Court would exerci~e supervisibn sirnilar to that of a superior 
agency ovef the administrative- offlce, an authctrity "whilch' runs 'counter to 
the prirrciple of ,separation of' powers. 

The"de'dlafator'y judgm~rit "as to whether ~t'he administrative office is 
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oblige（10r　not　authorized　to　make　a　specific（iisposition　is　not　incompatible

with　the　principle　of　separation　of　powers，but　it　is　doubtful　to　assume　that

the　plaintiff　may　derive　the　benefit　of　protection　of　rights　through　applica－

tion　for　a　non－executory　ju（igment．

　　　An“action　applying　for　a，nnulment　or　alteration　of　illegal　disposition”

un（1er　Article　l　of　the　Special　Regulations　conceming　the　Proce（1ure　for

Administrative　Litigations　should一，therefore，『properly　be　construed　to　mean

an　action　applyihg’for　aunulment，in　whole　or　in　part，of　the（iisposition

in　dispute．Actions　for（iifferent　disposition　than　that　of　the　original　dispo－

sition　are　not　properly　inclu（ied　in　actions　apPlying．for　alteration　of　the

disposition．

　　　Further，the　judgment　of　annhlmeht　of　an　illegal　disposition　produces

the　effects　of　annulment　by　viftue　of　the　provisions（Art．120f　the　Special

Regulations　conceming　the　Proce（1ure　for　Administrative　Litigations）under

which　the　establishment　of　illegality　of　the　disposition　by　the　judicial　power

becomes　binding　upon　the　administrative　ofHce　conceme（i。On　the　other
hand，　the　annulment　ef壬ected　ex－o伍cio　by　the　administrative　of丑ce　is　not

necessarily　limited，as　dis口nct　from　the　former　judgment，to　cases　of　ille－

gality　of　dispositions，but　forms，as　often　as　not，a　secoud　disposition，the

substance　of　which　is　the　reverse　of　the　oτiginal　one。　For　the　judicial

administration　is　the　operation　of　reasoning　which，with　referauce　to　concrete

cases　where　civil　rights　are　in（iispute，interprets　law　as　the　major　premise，

・五nds　facts　as　the　minor　premise　an（i　lastly　draws　a　final　and　conclusive

judgment。In　this　sense，actions　applying　for　anuulment　may　be　regarded

as　those　applying　for　declaration　of　illegality　as　groun（i　for　amulment．
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